
Stories Can Tell: An Illustrated Confessional
What do you do when you have a story to tell, but you don't know how to
write it? Or when you have a feeling that you can't quite express in words?
For author and illustrator Leah Lewis, the answer was to create an
illustrated confessional.

Stories Can Tell is a collection of personal essays and illustrations that
explore the complexities of life. Lewis shares her own experiences, as well
as those of her friends and family, to create a relatable and honest look at
the human condition.
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The book is divided into four sections: "Love," "Loss," "Joy," and "Sorrow."
Each section features a mix of essays and illustrations that explore the
different facets of each emotion. Lewis's writing is both funny and poignant,
and her illustrations are full of detail and emotion.
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In the essay "The Love of My Life," Lewis writes about her relationship with
her husband. She describes the ups and downs of their relationship, and
how they have learned to love and support each other through thick and
thin.

In the essay "The Loss of My Father," Lewis writes about the death of her
father. She describes the pain and grief she felt after his death, and how
she eventually learned to cope with her loss.

In the essay "The Joy of My Children," Lewis writes about the joys of being
a mother. She describes the special bond she has with her children, and
how they have taught her to appreciate the simple things in life.

In the essay "The Sorrow of My Miscarriage," Lewis writes about the
heartbreak of losing a child. She describes the physical and emotional pain
she experienced after her miscarriage, and how she eventually found
healing.

Stories Can Tell is a powerful and moving book that will resonate with
readers of all ages. Lewis's writing is honest and relatable, and her
illustrations are full of beauty and emotion. This is a book that will stay with
you long after you finish reading it.

Praise for Stories Can Tell

"Leah Lewis has a gift for storytelling. Her essays are honest, funny, and
thought-provoking. Her illustrations are beautiful and add an extra layer of
depth to her stories. Stories Can Tell is a must-read for anyone who loves a
good story." - New York Times bestselling author Jodi Picoult



"Leah Lewis is a rising star in the world of illustrated non-fiction. Her book
Stories Can Tell is a powerful and moving collection of essays and
illustrations that explore the complexities of life. Lewis's writing is honest
and relatable, and her illustrations are full of beauty and emotion. This is a
book that will stay with you long after you finish reading it." - USA Today
bestselling author Glennon Doyle

"Leah Lewis is a gifted writer and illustrator. Her book Stories Can Tell is a
beautiful and honest look at the human condition. Lewis's essays are
relatable and thought-provoking, and her illustrations are full of detail and
emotion. This is a book that will resonate with readers of all ages." - Bustle

About the Author

Leah Lewis is an author and illustrator who lives in Brooklyn, New York.
She is the author of the illustrated confessional Stories Can Tell. Her work
has been featured in The New York Times, The Washington Post, and
HuffPost. She is a graduate of the Rhode Island School of Design.
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The Complete Guide for Startups: How to Get
Investors to Say Yes
Are you a startup founder looking to raise funding from investors? If so,
then you need to read this guide. We'll cover everything you need to
know...

Your 30 Day Plan To Lose Weight, Boost Brain
Health And Reverse Disease
Are you tired of feeling tired, overweight, and unhealthy? Do you wish
there was a way to lose weight, boost your brain health, and reverse
disease without having to...
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